
STLR SNAPSHOT GUIDE 
The Student Transformative Learning Record (STLR) is UCO’s way of assessing and recording students’ 
transformative learning experiences. While the traditional academic transcript gives a comprehensive 
view of students’ Discipline Knowledge, STLR captures students’ growth in the other Central Six Tenets. 

WHAT IS THE STLR SNAPSHOT? 
When you attend a STLR-tagged event, submit a STLR class assignment, participate in a 
STLR-tagged organization or activity, complete a STLR-tagged project, or engage at a STLR 
location, it is added to your record. The STLR Snapshot Interactive Dashboard allows you to 
create multiple versions of your Snapshot, tailored to what you would like to showcase. Just 
as a resume should be tailored, so should your STLR Snapshot. 

q Visit stlrsnapshot.uco.edu and log in to view and build your Snapshot.
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HOW TO ACCESS THE STLR SNAPSHOT 
UCO Career Development Center | NUC 338 | (405) 974-3346 | careers@uco.edu | http://careers.uco.edu/ 

hoose any tenets and up to 10 activities to hide or display using the drop-down lists.
ou can also change the order of tenets and activities, using the drag and drop arrows or 
rop-down lists, to best match your usage of this Snapshot version.
nce you’ve made your selections, enter a Title and click Save This Version.
ou can download, edit, delete and save versions as "Primary" on your History page.

 TO GET A COPY
Select View to download an Unofficial PDF copy for free
Request an Official electronic copy, of whichever STLR Snapshot version is marked as
"Primary," through Parchment in UCONNECT for $3.00 per Snapshot order

mailto:careers@uco.edu
http://careers.uco.edu/
https://stlrsnapshot.uco.edu
https://uconnect.uco.edu
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  RESUMES 
STLR is a great way to keep track of experiences you might want to include on your resume. 
When writing a resume, you want to think about tailoring it to the you are seeking.  

q Look back over your STLR Snapshot to identify items that relate to the requirements in
the job description.

q Think about including items where you received Integration or Transformation levels.
q Read back over any reflections you submitted to get ideas on how to describe the

experience and what you gained from it

TIP: A word of caution, think carefully before listing an activity or event that may suggest you belong 
to a certain race, ethnic group, religion or have a specific political affiliation, disability, or sexual 
orientation. While it is unlawful to discriminate based on these areas, it does not mean it doesn’t 

happen. 

  COVER LETTERS 
STLR can also help you come up with experiences to include in your cover letter. 

q Think of the cover letter as the connection between the job description and your resume
q Your Snapshot may provide clues to what experiences you want to discuss in more detail
q Use the information to provide a description of how you gained the skill or experience

through the event, activity, or project you completed

TIP: Make sure your cover letter matches your resume. Whatever skill or experience you write about 
in your cover letter should also be included on your resume. 

  ePORTFOLIO 
You can add  link to your ePortfolio or LinkedIn profile on your STLR Snapshot. 

q Make sure you have a polished ePortfolio presentation before you share your link
q You can find specific instructions and tips for creating an ePortfolio HERE

  JOB APPLICATIONS 
You may choose to upload your STLR Snapshot with your job application. Just remember, not 
every employer knows what STLR is, so they may not understand the document’s purpose. 

Ways to include it with your application materials: 

 Upload with your resume. Make sure that it would be seen after the resume,
uploaded as the last page of your document.

 Upload as part of your transcript. This is a good option if a transcript is required.
Again, you would upload it as the last page or last document so that your official
transcript won’t be missed.

 Upload as an additional document. This option is sometimes available in an online
job application. You may have a chance to include a brief description of the purpose
of your STLR Snapshot.

mailto:careers@uco.edu
http://careers.uco.edu/
https://eportfolio.uco.edu
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  INTERVIEWING 
q For preparation and talking points: STLR helps you identify what you have to offer the

employer. You can use it to remind yourself of activities or projects that might relate to
the job you are interested in.

q For examples: Experiences documented in your record could be used as examples to
share during interviews. During the interview, you can match your experiences with the
questions being asked. Employers want to see these kinds of skills/qualities:

ü Communication
ü Teamwork
ü Decision-making and problem-solving
ü Analyzing quantitative data
ü Technical knowledge related to the job

q During the interview: You can bring your STLR Snapshot to the interview; however, don’t
just hand it to the interviewer. Timing is very important here. You should find a moment
in the conversation that feels natural to bring it up, such as after giving a great example
that would be on your STLR Snapshot. Let the interviewer know that you have
documentation that shows you have displayed that skill/quality, and ask if they would
like to see it. Make sure you are able to explain your STLR Snapshot.

TIP: If you decide to use it during your interview, understand that anything you include on the STLR 
Snapshot could be asked about. Remember that you have the ability to tailor different STLR Snapshot 

versions for each opportunity. 

  CAREER AND MAJOR EXPLORATION 
STLR can be used as a tool in career and major exploration. Your record can provide you clues 
into your interests.  

q Review your Snapshot to see if there are patterns. Is there a tenet you have more
activities in?

q Look at the projects you have completed in class. Do the artifacts reveal reflection that
might relate to something you could look into for a career or major?

q Which events did you enjoy the most and why?  If you see a trend, consider researching
a major or career that relates more directly to those specific tenets or activities.

  GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL 
q For personal/special statements: Use your Snapshot to help identify experiences that you

might want to include in your personal or other special statements for graduate or
professional school. Experiences where you earned a Transformation level are the ones
to strongly consider highlighting.

q For admissions interviews: As with a job interview, STLR can help you prepare for a
graduate school interview. Your STLR Snapshot can help you determine examples you
might want to use during the interview.

mailto:careers@uco.edu
http://careers.uco.edu/
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TRANSLATING STLR TERMS TO AN EMPLOYER: 

 Transformative Learning: expanding perspectives and developing skills beyond
what is learned as a part of a major or specific discipline.

 Student Transformative Learning Record (STLR): a second transcript that shows
growth and learning in areas such as global and cultural competencies; health
and wellness; leadership; service learning and civic engagement; and research,
creative and scholarly activities.

TIP: Focus your time on explaining the impact of your transformative learning opportunities rather than 
explaining too many details about STLR. 

 Exposure: refers to a general awareness of the tenet area and an openness to
grow in that area.

 Integration: refers to a deeper understanding of the tenet and its values, a plan to
continue growing and evidence of skill in that tenet.

 Transformation: refers to profound growth or a major shift in a student's values,
beliefs or perspectives in that tenet area.

TIP: If you reach transformation in a tenet, make sure to highlight it. Focus on how the experience 
changed your perspective and how it relates to a skill the employer desires. 

  SAMPLE STLR SNAPSHOT VERSION 

 Artifact: a tangible representation of the work you have done for a STLR
assignment, project, internship, or activity. Examples of artifacts include reflective
writing, research papers and presentations, videos, or other items.

The following pages display an unofficial STLR Snapshot version as an example.

mailto:careers@uco.edu
http://careers.uco.edu/
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Buddy Broncho
*20211870
7/6/2021

University of Central Oklahoma
100 North University Drive

Edmond, OK 73034

Transformation : 4 
Integration : 8 
Exposure : 15 
Total : 27 ...

Leadership

Transformation : 2 
Integration : 10 
Exposure : 13 
Total : 25 ...

Global and Cultural Competencies

Transformation : 2 
Integration : 8 
Exposure : 16 
Total : 26 ...

Service Learning and Civic Engagement

The purpose of this Student Transformative Learning Record Snapshot is to provide a visual representation of this student's achievement
in the University of Central Oklahoma's (UCO) Tenets of Transformative Learning. This student's educational experience at UCO has
resulted in achievements at the exposure, integration or transformation levels as indicated below. See the key on the final page of this
document for short descriptions of what these levels of learning indicate with regard to student knowledge and experience. These
experiences have been assessed and validated by trained faculty and professional staff members at the University.

> Transformation 2021 Spring | 2 B Leaders

> Transformation 2020 Fall | STLR Student Ambassadors

> Transformation 2019 Summer | Transformative Learning Assessment by a Third Party

> Transformation 2017 Summer | 2019 STEM Summer Bridge Program

> Integration 2020 Spring | Orientation Leaders 2020

> Integration 2019 Summer | Peer Health Leader Interns

> Integration 2019 Fall | Foundations of Org Leadership | What is Leadership? Video

> Exposure 2017 Fall | Visit the Capitol Work | Leadership

> Transformation 2019 Fall | Asian American Student Association

> Transformation 2020 Spring | United States since 1945 | STLR Reflection Essay

> Integration 2019 Fall | TED Women 2019

> Integration 2019 Fall | Life Span Nutrition

> Exposure 2018 Fall | 400: An Afrikan Epic | Global and Cultural Competencies

> Exposure 2019 Fall | Care of Vulnerable Individuals | GC - Dropbox Life Review

> Transformation 2019 Spring | 2019 MCASE Safety Olympics

> Transformation 2018 Spring | Civic Leadership Capstone | Capstone Project - STLR Tagged - 125 points

> Integration 2019 Fall | Food Recovery Network

> Integration 2019 Fall | Technology for Teachers

> Integration 2019 Fall | American Association of University Women (AAUW)

> Exposure 2018 Spring | NCUR Volunteer VH4 | Service Learning and Civic Engagement

> Exposure 2017 Fall | Central Pantry Volu | Service Learning and Civic Engagement
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Transformation : 1 
Integration : 5 
Exposure : 11 
Total : 17 ...

Research, Creative and Scholarly Activities

Transformation : 0 
Integration : 7 
Exposure : 18 
Total : 25 ...

Health and Wellness

> Transformation 2019 Summer | 2019 STEM Summer Bridge Program

> Integration 2019 Spring | Psychology of Happiness

> Integration 2019 Fall | Advanced Set Design | Final Essay - Personal Reflection

> Integration 2019 Spring | A Study on Voice Disorder Knowledge in High Risk Majors

> Exposure 2019 Spring | Linear Algebra | MatLab Assignment #3

> Integration 2019 Fall | Food Recovery Network

> Integration 2019 Spring | Psychology of Happiness

> Transformation 2019 Spring | 2019 MCASE Safety Olympics

> Integration 2019 Fall | Life Span Nutrition

> Integration 2019 Summer | Peer Health Leader Interns

> Exposure 2017 Fall | Career Coaching Apt19 | Health and Wellness

> Exposure 2017 Fall | Healthy Life Skills | Transformative Wellness Commercial & Reflection

> Exposure 2017 Fall | Central Pantry Volu | Health and Wellness

Learn more about this student at https://tinyurl.com/y883tnrh

Integration

https://tinyurl.com/y883tnrh
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Edmond, OK 73034
FICE = 003152

Office of  Enrollment  Services
124 Nigh University Center

(405) 974-2727
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Global and Cultural Competencies
Transformation Integration Exposure

Health and Wellness
Transformation Integration Exposure

Leadership
Transformation Integration Exposure

Research, Creative and Scholarly Activities
Transformation Integration Exposure

Service Learning and Civic Engagement
Transformation Integration Exposure

1939 Central State College
1971 Central State University
1990 University of Central Oklahoma

Keen sense of cultural self 
and an identity as a global 
citizen has emerged.

Developing sense of 
cultural self; and relation 
to the global community.

Beginning awareness of 
cultural self; openness 
to learning.

A holistic view of health 
and wellness for self and 
community is articulated 
and practiced.

A developing holistic view; 
some application to self and 
community with some ability 
to evaluate own behavior.

Beginning awareness and 
understanding of health and 
wellness; initial attempts at 
personal change.

Leadership knowledge 
and skills are applied 
effectively to community 
or campus issues.

Leadership is developing; 
knowledge and skills are 
applied at a basic to 
intermediate level.

Leadership skills are 
being tried out with 
increasing understanding.

The “why” and the 
“how” of research and 
creation are grasped 
and show in work.

Relevant inquiry about 
research and creative 
process & skills are 
developing.

Skills in research and the 
creative process are 
developing; ideas are 
beginning to emerge.

Deep engagement in the 
community, both through 
learning and helping.

Awareness of community 
issues and the importance 
of engagement.

First experiences in 
volunteering and 
civic interest.

The University of Central Oklahoma is accredited by 
the Higher Learning Commission/North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools as a bachelor’s 
and master’s degree granting institution.

1890 Territorial Normal School 
1904 Central State Normal School 
1919 Central State Teachers College

The Student Transformative Learning Record is an accurate reflection of the named student’s transformative learning achievements at the 
University of Central Oklahoma. An ePortfolio is utilized by some students at the University as a way of demonstrating and providing further 
evidence of learning. ePortfolio links, when included, lead to information that is not comprehensively curated by the University and is there-
fore not an official representation of the student’s work at the University.
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